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GREEN CLIMBER LV600: tractor with remote control and mowing head 

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Dry net weight  2,850 LBS 

Max work gradient 60° 

Accessory side shifting Hydraulic + manual (mm) 400+400 

Speed  6 MPH 

Engine: Kohler Diesel Intercooler KDI Diesel Tier 4 Final 

N°cylinders 3 

Engine power (Hp/rpm) 56/2400 

Engine torque (Nm@rpm) 225/1500 

Engine Cooling Liquid 

Fuel tank  10 Gallon 

Hydraulic oil capacity  12.4 Gallon 

Mower data 

Working width Total width Weight Oil flow Rotating speed Working pressure 

1300 mm 1460 mm 500 LBS 45L/min 3300 rpm/min 220 Bar 

GREEN CLIMBER OF NORTH AMERICA 
500 E. COSSITT AVENUE 

LA GRANGE,IL 60525 
WWW.GREENCLIMBERNA.COM / Direct Sales: zoe@greenclimberna.com 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Remote controlled 
Steep slope climbing capabilities 

http://www.greenclimberna.com/
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GREEN CLIMBER 
Green Climber is a long range remote controlled machine. Since the operator is not on 
board it can be used for any job in dangerous, steep or uncomfortable areas. It is supplied 
with a high performance flail for roadside maintenance. The flail mower has hydraulic side 
shifting and there is a choice of other attachments as well for the machine. It has 
expandable undercarriage tracks: the tracks can be extended a further 400 mm to gain 
overall width; this, together with its low centre of gravity, allows Green Climber to work 
along 60° slopes in total safety. Thanks to this pa rticular system, the powerful Kohler 
engine and special high grip tracks, Green Climber is virtually unstoppable on any slope or 
terrain. 

Green Climber strong points 

Perfect traction on extreme slopes 

The track widening system together with the electronic steering correction trimmer, 
gives the Green Climber a perfect traction on extreme slopes. 

 

The widening undercarriage tracks make 
Green Climber unstoppable on any slope. If 
in extreme situations the width of 1360mm  
is not enough to avoid capsizing risk, the 
track width can be increased to 1760mm   to 
gain stability and balance. Green Climber has the lowest centre of balance among its 
category. The movement is remote controlled. 

 

High performance engines 
Green Climber LV600 is equipped with a state of the art Kohler  
water cooled turbocharged intercooler diesel engine; it delivers a 
huge torque of 225Nm at only 1500 rpm (it is the highest among 
its category) to drive attachments that need high power, including 
heavy forestry flails, it also complies with future  pollution  
regulations. 

The engine is equipped with a bigger oil sump, moreover it has a system (MDB patent) to 
assure engine lubrication and correct functioning on extreme slopes up to 60°. 
The engine, the radiator and the pumps are fixed to the main frame with high quality silent 
blocks. 
Fuel tank with 38 lt allows the machine to work for a full day (depending on working 
conditions). 
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Attachment side shifting 
Green  Climber  allows  many  movements  with  the  accessory: lifting, tilting  and 
side-shifting. All movements are remote  controlled. 
The side shifting allows up to 400mm of side shifting on each side. 
The side shifting has 2  advantages: 
- it allows to work in areas where the  machine  cannot move: nearby ditches,  
walls  or  under  structures 
that are lower than the 

machine (solar panels  
guard-  rails etc) 
- it balances the machine weight when working in extreme slopes ( moving it to 

uphill direction) 
The flail floating is fully hydraulic (no mechanical stress) 
It can be set in 2 ways: 
- Free floating up-down 
- Free up floating and memorized height  down floating 

 

Frame 
The engine, the radiator and pump group are mounted on 
silent blocks to avoid any inertia stress. 
The main frame is built with S700 steel 

 

Undercarriage::  
A special design undercarriage to 
tracking risk 
Additional rollers 
Rollers with teeth 

 
avoid  any de- 

 

Availability of different types of tracks 
Standard profile (3cm high) 
High profile (7cm high) 
Metal spikes 

 

Remote control 
The remote control system can reach a distance of 300 mt and controls 
start/stop engine, acceleration, and all the movements of the 
attachment. Furthermore, it has a self-correcting steering system that, 
in the case of a very steep slope it can be used to correct the direction. 
The front-rear-left-right movements are commanded by a single 

joystick; this allows the operator to always have a free hand to use for 
other machine commands . 
There is a battery charger for the remote control on board always 
to have a freshly charged battery available. 
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Mower 
Professional mower for roadside maintenance capable of 
cutting grass, bushes, canes and small trees (up to 6-8 cm 
diam.) 
Different knives and hammers available. 

 

 

Air filter 
Double step air filtering system to assure a good "engine breathing" with 
“Vortex” pre-filter system. It has a rotating device that avoids debris to 
enter the main air filter; it improves the engine performance and reduces 
fuel consumption. 

 

Hydraulic system 
The hydraulic system is fully proportional allowing the operator to have smooth movements 
and to control the machine drive and attachments perfectly. 
The tracks traction motors have electronic variable speed (EVS) rather than 2 speed. The 
EVS always gives the maximum torque and power at any speed. 
The whole hydraulic system is designed to work with lower pressure and temperatures; this 
will have benefits on the system itself and all parts will last longer. 

 

Automatic cleaning system for the radiator: "CLEANFIX" 

The system reverses the air flow automatically and cleans all debris 
from it. If needed the cleaning of the radiator can be manually 
actuated also with a button on the remote control. 
When the radiator is kept clean there is lower fuel consumption and 
lower engine temperature. 

 

Additional Green Climber’s specs included in price 

 Hood that covers and protects the engine, air filter, etc; 

 4th pump for services; 

 Headlights to work even when it is dark; 

 Rollbar; 

 Towing hook; 

 Electronic control panel + beepers + warning lights which give information about the 
state of the machine: low fuel level, oil pressure, overheating, etc.; 

 Battery charger on board the machine for the remote control complete with extra 
battery so that there's always a charged battery available; 

 Emergency cable to be connected to the remote control that allows to use all remote 
control commands and buttons; 

 All electric/electronic components have fast coupling systems to be easily changed. 
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Green Climber advantages: 
 it only requires a single operator to perform the work of 10 people! 
 it is not necessary to block the lane and therefore does not create traffic 

congestion 
 it can be easily transported on a trailer or small van 
 it can reach areas with very steep slopes (up to 60°) in any direction 
 10 times faster in performance compared to traditional systems 
 maximum safety: the remote control and the special protection of the mower deck 

prevent objects being thrown towards the operator; 
 agility to avoid obstacles such as trees, road signs or other objects 
 low operative costs compared to traditional systems 
 total safety for operators in any circumstance 
 it can work at longer distance compared to boom mowers 
 Operative costs much lower than tractors with boom mowers 
 High flexibility and productivity with all attachments (all movements are remote 

controlled) 

 

Availability of different attachments 
Green Climber can use any type of attachment that comply with its 
power and  weight.  All attachments  can be easily attached:     the 
Green Climber comes with 
coupling hydraulic system. 

a  fast  coupling  plate  and  a    fast 

All attachment movements are proportional and manoeuvred with the remote control. 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Stump grinder 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Forestry winch Tiller 

 
 
 
 

 
Lawnmower Bucket Trencher 

Sprayer 

 
 
 

 
Snow blower Sweeper 
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